Retrieve
[ri-treev]
verb (used with object)
to recover or regain; to bring back
to a former and better state; restore;
to make good; repair; to rescue; save.

The best diamonds are formed
under the greatest pressure –
like Retreeva pens.
For several years we worked hard to raise awareness of the need to protect product
integrity through metal detection, and successfully introduced metal detectable
pens to literally thousands of customers in the food and beverage industry. Initially,
reliance was placed on an external manufacturer to supply product but it became
increasingly difficult to reflect our commitment to first-class products due to
deteriorating quality and repeated crises in supply.
By 2012 the situation had become acute so we decided to do some serious
prospecting, only to dig deep and discover something that caught our eye and
would ultimately prove to be a great discovery – not exactly diamonds but valuable
never the less!
Like diamonds, we needed product integrity. Investing in our own mould tools and
working with one of Europe’s top tool makers, the gems emerged in the shape of
the Retreeva metal and x-ray detectable pens!
We had struck an excellent seam and pens and markers were launched worldwide
under the Retreeva Global brand. The rest is history!
They say that diamonds are for ever - Retreeva detectable pens?
Well not quite, but almost!

Our mission
To be the most respected, trustworthy and
reliable manufacturer of metal and x-ray
detectable pens worldwide.

Our vision
To be the number one provider of metal and x-ray
detectable pens globally (by volume).

Our values
AUTHENTIC

Our products and service
are what we say they are
- we tell it as it is!

CONSISTENT

We aim to provide uniformity
in product quality, supported
by reliable and stable
customer support.

TEAMWORK

OPEN-MINDED
We commit to
listen, understand
and cooperate.

Together we will prove
stronger than the sum of
all individual parts in our
supply chain.

INNOVATIVE

Constructively responding
to customer feedback
in order to provide
tomorrow's solutions.

NURTURING

In simple terms this means
we want to help all our
customers to gain strength
and grow.

These six values combine to create ACTION
- essential for helping our customers
fulfil their objectives.

Why insist on the genuine
Retreeva Global brand?
 Proven levels of detectability by metal 		
and x-ray detectors.
 FDA approved. Certificated to permitted
EU migration standard.
 Complies with BRC Global Standard for Food
Safety Issue 8*.
 Global consistency in quality and service.
 Leading in design and product innovation.
 Shatterproof.
 Chosen by the most discerning
Technical Managers.

* Draft version at time of printing

Highly visible ink indicators
Dominant top button and large
window identify ink cartridge.
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Positive retracting mechanism
Cartridge will not jump out of
position however much pressure is
exerted on writing point.

Smooth finish
Comfortable to hold, retains grip and easy
to clean - whether in a greasy production
area or a sub-zero storage area.

One piece
No separate indicator ring
eliminates potential hazard.

Large lanyard loop
Intended for a real lanyard,
not just a thread.

Strong pocket clip
Designed as virtually unbreakable.
No need to specify model without
clip. Lanyard loop only option also
available if preferred.

Unique cartridge suspension
Provides that firm writing experience
without the need for a metal spring.

Safe under duress
Moulded from shatter resistant polymers to
avoid splintering if accidentally crushed.

Detectable housing
Metal detectable and x-ray visible
pens moulded from FDA food contact
approved polymers. Available in:
BL

RD

YL

GN

Long writing life
In regular, gel and pressurised inks.

Contoured for thumb and finger
With textured surface for enhanced grip.

Increase accountability
Indelimark service offers food safe,
permanent marking on pen housings for
increased traceability and accountability
(e.g. serial numbers, area names).

What can you expect as a
Retreeva Global user?
 The most reliable detectable pen.
 Superior writing experience.
 Consistency of supply.
 Exceptional customer service.
All our distributors have to comply
with rigorous customer service criteria.

 Exceptional,
shatterproof protection.
 Always in stock.
 A listening ear.
Your feedback and suggestions
are always welcome.

 Peace of mind.
 Improved cost-in-use.

Request your sample today.

Choosing the best pen housing for your application
Retractable
Positive mechanism ensures stable writing even when
under pressure. Large aperture and visible plunger
identifies ink colour at a glance. Available with or without
pocket clip.

Non-retractable
Often referred to as ‘stick’ or ‘onepiece’. Short of total
destruction, Retreeva non-retractable pens defy all
attempts to separate components. Available with or
without pocket clip.

Pocket clip
The traditional ‘Achilles heel’ of detectable pens.
Retreeva Global pen clips are virtually unbreakable. All
Retreeva pens supplied with pocket clip have integral
lanyard loop.

Lanyard loop
Large loop provided on all Retreeva pens to
accommodate most lanyards with ease. Option
for applications where pocket clip is prohibited.

Choosing the correct ink for your application

Don’t just
take our word for it...

Regular
Only the best ink cartridges with Tungsten Carbide tips are selected to
provide clean and even delivery over a long writing life.

Pressurised
Customer purchased 750 x RG-RSC
regular ink detectable pens.

Available to assist with writing at difficult angles, on soiled or greasy
surfaces, under damp conditions and at low temperatures. Regularly used
in cold store applications.

Normally purchases every 6 months.

Gel

6 months later they still had 375 x RG-RSC
regular ink detectable pens in stock!

Staff like them so the pens are
being looked after and therefore
lasting substantially longer.

Providing that extra touch in positively smooth writing. Proven to perform
well on difficult surfaces and at lower temperatures. Preferred option of
many operators in chilled and cold store applications.
Plunger indicates ink colour.

INK
INK
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1. Retractable pen - Regular ink
Lanyard loop and robust pocket clip.
Blue Housing
2. Retractable pen - Regular ink
Lanyard loop and robust pocket clip.
Red Housing
3. Retractable pen - Regular ink
Lanyard loop and robust pocket clip.
Yellow Housing
4. Retractable pen - Regular ink
Lanyard loop and robust pocket clip.
Green Housing

4

Code: RG-RSC
Ink colours


Code: RG-RSC3
Ink colours
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5. Retractable pen - Regular ink
Lanyard loop only.
Blue Housing
6. Retractable pen - Gel ink

9

Code: RG-RSL
Ink colours



Code: RG-RGC

Lanyard loop and robust pocket clip.
Blue Housing

Ink colours


Code: RG-RSC4

7. Retractable pen - Pressurised ink

Code: RG-RPC

Ink colours

Lanyard loop and robust pocket clip.
Blue Housing

Ink colours


Code: RG-RSC5
Ink colours



8. Non-retractable ‘stick’ pen
Lanyard loop and robust pocket clip, regular ink.
Blue Housing




Code: RG-NSC
Ink colours



9. Non-retractable ‘stick’ pen

Code: RG-NSL

Lanyard loop only, regular ink.
Blue Housing

Ink colours



Choose from a selection of
Permanent Markers, White Board
Markers or Highlighters.
 Chose between permanent and
white board marker.

 Choice of 4 marker colours and
5 highlighter colours.

 Supplied in packs of 10.
 Ergonomic 15mm diameter barrel for
greater writing comfort and ease.
10
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 Low odour, quick drying ink.
 Xylene and toluene free.

10. Permanent marker
Bullet writing tip, child-safe cap.
Blue Housing
11. White board marker
Bullet writing tip, child-safe cap.
Blue Housing
12. Highlighter
Chisel writing tip, child-safe cap.
Blue Housing

Code: RG-PXM
Ink colours


Code: RG-WBM
Ink colours


Code: RG-HLM
Ink colours



 Child-safe cap.
 Long, 14-day cap off time.

The 5-star experience
Detectable pens for the
food and beverage industry.
The demands of the food and beverage manufacturing process are
many and varied. From the sub-zero temperatures of spiral freezers
and cold stores, to high-risk cook/cool production areas, and even the
harsh environments found in goods-in/despatch bays, the Retreeva
Global pen has a proven track record for taking everything in its stride.

“Your pens are very good - in fact the
best I have ever used, your products
are always quality and your service
excellent. A no.1 supplier.”
Technical Manger, UK

“I love your pens – not like our old ones
which didn’t work once you had dropped
them on the floor – I dread to know how
much your pens have saved us!”
Quality Services Manager, UK

Take away
the headache
Detectable pens for the
pharmaceutical and associated industries.
From headaches to heart attacks, the pharmaceutical manufacturing
process has zero margin for error. That’s why a quality product
provided by a reliable supplier is so important.
Discerning professionals in pharmaceutical, medical and associated
industries know they can rely on the shatterproof Retreeva Global
detectable pen for the ultimate protection.

Quality writing products
from Great Britain
Retreeva Global detectable pens are assembled in Great Britain using
our own, top-quality moulded components and include only the finest
quality European ink cartridges.
To obtain the fine accuracies needed to operate in the absence of
metal springs, Retreeva work with select tool makers accustomed to
final injection moulded items at virtually zero tolerance.
Every detail, from the beginning of the design process to the final
user experience, has been carefully considered to deliver the most
advanced, reliable and consistent detectable pen.
Retreeva Global metal and x-ray detectable pens really do lead the way
in combining peace of mind, product integrity and practical results.

Become a Distributor
Good news always travels fast! Thanks to our brand reputation, we are
already represented in many countries throughout the world and are
constantly on the lookout to grow our international distribution network.
What are we looking for? Dedicated service and a focus on growing
sales - not purely adding products to a list.
With the right sales support your return on Retreeva pens will grow
year on year, bringing with it the inevitable increases across the range.

To register your interest or to find out more about
becoming a Retreeva Global distributor
Email: distributors@retreevaglobal.com
Call: +44 (0)1473 467837
.

How do metal detectors work?
Possibly nowhere is product integrity more important than in food and beverage
production or the pharmaceutical and medical manufacturing process.
As well as continuous improvement teams, technical and quality personnel are
constantly looking for ways to reduce ‘foreign body’ and contamination risks. With
metal being one of the most frequent offenders, leading food and pharmaceutical
manufacturers have for a long time used specialist metal detectors to control this risk.
A simplified look at how metal detection works
for food and pharmaceutical applications.
Transmitter
Receiver

Receiver

Product
Flow

Output

BALANCED THREE COIL SYSTEM

 The most common metal detectors are based on a
balanced coil design.
 This involves passing the product through three coils.
 The middle coil acts as the transmitter by using an electrical
current to create a magnetic field.
 The transmitter induces a current in the other two coils,
which are spaced equidistant from the middle coil. The
outside coils act as receivers.

ENCIRCLING COIL (CUT AWAY)

 The induced current of the first and third coil cancel each
other as they are wound in opposite directions. This is
known as a “balanced” system.
 This arrangement creates an electro-magnetic field. The
product to be tested passes through the middle.
 When something metallic passes through the coil arrangement,
it disturbs the magnetic field and creates an electronic signal
which metal detectors can use to raise the alarm.

How do x-ray
detectors work?

A simplified look at how x-ray detection works for
food and pharmaceutical applications.

A

Other contaminants which work
their way into the supply chain can
include wood, plastic and other solid
non-metallic contaminants – all of
which cannot be identified by metal
detection. This is where x-ray detection
comes into play.
Components of an x-ray system
(A) X-ray generator
(B) Detector
(C) Control system

B

 Although invisible, x-rays are a form of
electromagnetic radiation.
 The short wave length means x-ray passes
through materials which are opaque to
visible light.
 However x-rays do not pass through all
materials – the denser the material, the harder
it is for x-ray to penetrate it.

 Contaminants such as glass or metal absorb
more x-rays than the surrounding product and
therefore show up under x-ray inspection.
 X-ray detection acts as a scanner, identifying
contaminants as ‘hot spots’ on the image.
Should the preset thresholds be exceeded,
the alarm system is activated.

C

When it comes to product integrity,
Retreeva is the brand to follow.
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+44 (0)1473 467 837
detect@retreevaglobal.com

www.retreevaglobal.com
Retreeva Global, Retreeva House, Farthing Road, Ipswich, IP1 5AP, UK

